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Abstract
Arabic language lacks semantic datasets

and sense inventories. The most common
semantically-labeled dataset for Arabic is the
ArabGlossBERT, a relatively small dataset that
consists of 167K context-gloss pairs (about 60K
positive and 107K negative pairs), collected from
Arabic dictionaries. This paper presents an en-
richment to the ArabGlossBERT dataset, by aug-
menting it using (Arabic-English-Arabic) ma-
chine back-translation. Augmentation increased
the dataset size to 352K pairs (149K positive and
203K negative pairs). We measure the impact
of augmentation using different data configura-
tions to fine-tune BERT on target sense verifica-
tion (TSV) task. Overall, the accuracy ranges
between 78% to 84% for different data configu-
rations. Although our approach performed at par
with the baseline, we did observe some improve-
ments for some POS tags in some experiments.
Furthermore, our fine-tuned models are trained
on a larger dataset covering larger vocabulary and
contexts. We provide an in-depth analysis of the
accuracy for each part-of-speech (POS).

1 Introduction

There are three tasks in the literature that are re-
lated to semantic understanding of natural lan-
guage: (i) Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), (ii)
Target Sense Verification (TSV), and (iii) Word-in-
Context (WiC). WSD is the most common task,
which aims to disambiguate word’s semantics.
Given a context (i.e., sentence), a target word in the
context, and a set of candidate senses (i.e., glosses,
meaning definitions (Jarrar, 2006)) for the target
word, the goal of the WSD task is to determine
which of these senses is the intended meaning for
the target word (Al-Hajj and Jarrar, 2022). For
example, the word (Èð@Yg. ǧdāwl ) has two senses
in Arabic: tables ( �
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of the two senses is the intended meaning of (Èð@Ym.Ì'@
ālǧdāwl ). The TSV task is newly proposed in the
literature (Breit et al., 2020). It aims to classify
a sentence pair with positive or negative. Given
a context, target and gloss, TSV aims to decide

whether this gloss is the intended meaning of the
target. In other words, TSV does not determine
which sense is the intended meaning, but rather,
decides whether the context-gloss pair match (Pos-
itive) or not (Negative). For example, the sentence
pair (Qî 	E 	áÓ ¨ �Q
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mine whether a target word in two contexts is used
in the same sense or not (Moreno et al., 2021).
Although the three tasks are closely related, they
are not the same, and the choice of which task to
use depends on the application scenario (e.g., ma-
chine translation, information retrieval, semantic
tagging, or others). Some researchers try to address
these tasks using different approaches. For exam-
ple, Hauer and Kondrak (2022) proposed to solve
the WSD by re-formulating it as a TSV task, a WiC
task and a combination of TSV and WiC tasks.

Such semantic understanding tasks have been
challenging for many years, but recently gained
attention due to the advances in contextualized
word embedding models (Al-Hajj and Jarrar, 2022,
2021). Language models, specially BERT (Kenton
and Toutanova, 2019), have made significant ad-
vancements in down-streaming NLP tasks. BERT
is a transformer-based model pre-trained on huge
corpora (Devlin et al., 2019). It can be fine-tuned
on domain/task-specific data (e.g., POS tagging,
WSD, TSV, and WiC) to update its contextualized
embeddings. The TSV task has been addressed
by fine-tuning BERT on context-gloss pairs as a
sentence pair binary classification problem (Huang
et al., 2019; Yap et al., 2020; Patel et al., 2021;
Ranjbar and Zeinali, 2021; Lin and Giambi, 2021;
El-Razzaz et al., 2021; Al-Hajj and Jarrar, 2022).
However, the TSV task, similar to most NLP tasks,
suffers from the knowledge-gain bottleneck, i.e.,
the lack of available quality datasets to train ma-
chine learning models.

Arabic is a low-resourced language (Darwish



et al., 2021; Jarrar et al., 2022) and the only avail-
able context-gloss pairs dataset is ArabGlossBERT
(Al-Hajj and Jarrar, 2022). It consists of 167K
context-gloss pairs, a relatively small dataset for
fine-tuning BERT on a TSV task. The positive pairs
(60K) were collected from multiple Arabic dictio-
naries (Jarrar and Amayreh, 2019; Jarrar, 2018;
Jarrar et al., 2019; Jarrar, 2020) as well as from
the Arabic Ontology (Jarrar, 2021, 2011). The
pairs were cross-related to generate 106.8K neg-
ative pairs and used to fine-tune a BERT model,
which achieved 84% accuracy.

This paper aims to enrich the ArabGlossBERT
dataset by augmenting it using the back-translation
technique, similar to the work done for English
by Lin and Giambi (2021). With data augmenta-
tion, we generate new Arabic paraphrased contexts
and glosses by translating the original data into En-
glish and back to Arabic, using Google Translate
API. The new augmented dataset consists of 352K
context-gloss pairs. To answer the question of
whether the back-translation enrichment improves
the TSV accuracy, we conduct 13 experiments that
compare the accuracy obtained using the original
dataset with the accuracy obtained using different
combinations of the augmented datasets. We, also,
provide an in-depth analysis of the TSV accuracy
for each part-of-speech, which was not provided in
(Al-Hajj and Jarrar, 2022). The main contributions
of this work are:

• Augmented ArabGlossBERT using back-
translation (352K pairs).

• Thirteen experiments with different dataset
configurations - to measure whether the back-
translation enrichment can improve TSV per-
formance.

• In-depth analysis of the TSV accuracy for
each part-of-speech.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 reviews the related literature, Section 3
describes the data augmentation, Section 4 presents
the experiments, Section 5 presents the results and
we conclude in Section 6 with limitations and fu-
ture work.

2 Related Work

TSV has proven to be an effective solution for the
WSD in many state-of-the-art efforts. Although

some researchers did not use the term TSV, this no-
tion was also referred to as GlossBERT or Context-
Gloss Binary Classification (Al-Hajj and Jarrar,
2022; El-Razzaz et al., 2021). A TSV training
dataset is typically a set of context-gloss pairs,
each labeled with Positive or Negative. A pre-
trained language model can then be fine-tuned for
sentence pair binary classification. This idea was
first proposed for English as GlossBERT (Huang
et al., 2019), where the training pairs were gener-
ated from a known SemCor dataset (Miller et al.,
1993) with the target word, in context, marked up
by a BERT-specific signal to emphasize it in the
learning phase.

A similar effort in (Lin and Giambi, 2021) fol-
lowed the GlossBERT technique. Their addition
is the use of back-translation for improving the
English WSD. They used back-translation from En-
glish to German and back to English in order to
bridge the knowledge-gain gap and provide more
context-gloss pairs. They also used a mark-up sig-
nal to surround the target word with double quo-
tations. Only 2% improvement was achieved us-
ing back-translation. This paper aims to evaluate
this idea for Arabic. Another idea was proposed
in (Yap et al., 2020), in which a learning signal
(special token [TGT]) was used, and BERT was
fine-tuned on sequence-pair ranking, the model
selects the most related gloss given a context sen-
tence and a list of candidate glosses. Botha et al.
(2020) used different mark-up signals in the form
of open and close tags to emphasize the target word
[E]target[/E] within the context sentence.

For Arabic, the TSV task was addressed in (Al-
Hajj and Jarrar, 2022), which presents the Arab-
GlossBERT, a dataset of 167K context-gloss pairs
labeled with Positive or Negative. First, 60K posi-
tive pairs were extracted from different Arabic lex-
icons, then 106K negative pairs were generated au-
tomatically by cross-relating the positive pairs. The
target word was marked-up with different learning
signals. Different Arabic pre-trained models were
fine-tuned, and the best model using AraBERT-V2
(Antoun et al., 2020) achieved 84% accuracy. Sim-
ilar work for Arabic was proposed in (El-Razzaz
et al., 2021) using a smaller dataset (15K positive
and 15K negative) in which they used AraBERT-V2
and reported 89% F1-score but this performance
was criticized in (Al-Hajj and Jarrar, 2022).
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Table 1: Example of context-gloss back-translation (Arabic-English-Arabic).

3 Data Augmentation

NLP tasks, including TSV, typically suffer from
knowledge acquisition. The importance of knowl-
edge acquisition is increasing especially because
most NLP tasks are currently tackled using pre-
trained neural models such as BERT, which gener-
ally requires large data to fine-tune. If the training
data is not sufficient, the model will encounter the
problem of unseen vocabulary and contexts, which
harms model accuracy (Bevilacqua et al., 2021).
The linguistic resources that can be utilized for se-
mantic understanding tasks are limited in Arabic
language. Our assumption, for the TSV task, is that
the more context-gloss pairs can be used during
the training phase, the more vocabulary and more
contexts will be covered, thus the better TSV ac-
curacy. This is why researchers started to try new
techniques for data augmentation in order to enrich
the available dataset with more knowledge (Lin and
Giambi, 2021; Ranjbar and Zeinali, 2021).

For Arabic, and in order to enrich existing Ara-
bic datasets, we propose to use the Arabic-English-
Arabic back-translation, as illustrated in Table 1.
It shows how the back-translation of glosses and
contexts generates new paraphrased sentences with
the same meaning. For back-translation we used
Google Translate API, which was found to produce
good quality and generally acceptable translations
(De Vries et al., 2018). We did not remove di-
acritics since Arabic is diacritic-sensitive (Jarrar
et al., 2018). Nevertheless, there are sentences that
appeared with wrong or bad-quality translations,
which we will discuss later. The translation was
done in two phases. The glosses and contexts were
translated into English, then back to Arabic. We,
then, combined both the original dataset and the
back-translated set.

We only back-translated the ArabGlossBERT
training dataset (152,035 pairs). The testing dataset
(15,172 pairs) was not back-translated, because it
is used as an evaluation benchmark to compare

the performance improvement between the original
and augmented datasets.

Table 2 provides statistics about the original
ArabGlossBERT dataset, the newly added back-
translations, and the whole dataset after augmenta-
tion. The augmentation shows that the size of the
original dataset was doubled as it contains the orig-
inal context-gloss pairs and the translated context-
gloss pairs (152,032).

The original training dataset is not balanced with
55,585 positive pairs (36.6%) and 96,450 negative
pairs (63.4%). To produce a more balanced dataset,
we generated an additional 32,839 positive pairs
by matching the original glosses with the new
back-translated glosses increasing the number of
positive pairs to 144,009. The 144,009 include
55,585 pairs from the original data, 55,585 pairs
from back-translation and the added 32,839 pairs,
resulting in a new dataset with 42.7% positive and
57.3% negative pairs.

Observations on Google Translate: First, al-
though the quality of Google translations was gen-
erally acceptable, there are wrong translations.
However, we did not make any improvements
or revisions to these translations, as the goal of
this paper is to measure whether automated back-
translations can improve the accuracy of the trained
models. Second, the output of the Google transla-
tion API was not always complete. In some cases
it translates part of the input sentence. To over-
come this challenge we used two techniques: 1)
add special characters (.#) at the end of each sen-
tence, if the special characters were translated back,
then we know the translation reached the end of
the sentence, 2) compare the length of the original
and back-translated sentences and if the difference
is significant, then this is an indication of incom-
plete translations. Partial translations are reviewed
manually.



Original
ArabGlossBERT

Back-Translation
Pairs

Augmented
ArabGlossBERT

Unique un-diacritized lemmas 26,169 – 26,169
Unique glosses 32,839 32,839 65,678
Unique contexts 60,272 60,272 120,544
Training pairs 152,035 152,035 + 32,839 336,909
Positive pairs 55,585 55,585 + 32,839 144,009
Negative pairs 96,450 96,450 192,900

Testing pairs 15,172 – 15,172
Positive pairs 4,738 – 4,738
Negative pairs 10,434 – 10,434

Total: Train+Test 167,207 152,035 + 32,839 352,081

Table 2: Statistics of the original and augmented datasets.

Dataset Description Positive
Pairs

Negative
Pairs Total

D1 The original ArabGlossBERT dataset 55,585 96,450 152,035
D2 D1 with target signal 55,585 96,450 152,035
D3 D1 with context replaced by back-translated context 55,585 96,450 152,035
D4 D1 + Positive pairs of D3 111,170 96,450 207,620
D5 D1 + D3 111,170 192,900 304,070
D6 D1 + Positive pairs (original gloss - back-translated gloss) 88,424 96,450 184,874
D7 D4 + Positive pairs (original gloss - back-translated gloss) 144,009 96,450 240,459
D8 D5 + Positive pairs (original gloss - back-translated gloss) 144,009 192,900 336,909
D9 D1 + Positive pairs (original context - back-translated gloss) 111,170 96,450 207,620
D10 D1 + Pairs of cross relating the glosses against each other 88,424 373,955 462,379
D11 D1 (excluded pairs of functional words) 54,878 92,730 147,608
D12 D1 (only the pairs of the noun POS) 36,487 37,998 74,485
D13 D1 (only the pairs of the verb POS) 18,178 54,945 73,123

Table 3: The datasets that were used for the different experiments to fine-tune AraBERT on the TSV task.

4 Experiments

This section presents 13 experiments to mea-
sure the impact of data augmentation using back-
translation on TSV model accuracy. The first ex-
periment uses the original ArabGlossBERT dataset,
D1, (as a baseline), while the other experiments are
conducted with different dataset configurations. In
all experiments, we used the original test dataset
15,172 pairs (4,738 positive and 10,434 negative).
Table 3 presents the training datasets that we used
in the experiments.

In all experiments we fine-tuned AraBERTv2
(aubmindlab/bert-base-arabertv02, CC-BY-SA) us-
ing the following hyperparameters: η = 2e−5,
batch size B = 16, max sequence length of 512,
warm-up steps 1,412 and number of epochs 4.

The results of the 13 experiments are presented
in Table 4, which includes precision, recall, F1-

score, and accuracy. The results are presented at
the POS tag level and overall. Also, note that the
test dataset is the same test set used in the original
ArabGlossBERT dataset because we consider Arab-
GlossBERT as a baseline. In the next sub-sections,
we elaborate on each experiment.

4.1 Experiment 1: D1 Dataset (Baseline)

This experiment is the baseline for results compari-
son. We used the original dataset ArabGlossBERT,
D1, without any augmentation and achieved the
same results (83% accuracy) as reported in (Al-
Hajj and Jarrar, 2022). Additionally, we evaluated
the model performance per POS tag since the to-
kens are annotated with the POS tags (noun, verb,
and functional words). While the accuracy across
all tags is very similar (Table 4,), we observe a big
difference in the Positive pair F1-score. For the
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D1
Baseline

152,035 pairs

Precision
Recall
F1-Score

76
66
71

85
90
88

83
75
70
72

85
88
82

82
78
65
71

85
91
88

83
63
46
53

84
92
88

81

D2
152,035 pairs

Precision
Recall
F1-Score

81
65
72

85
93
89

84
79
68
73

85
91
88

83
82
64
72

85
94
89

84
71
36
48

82
95
88

81

D3
152,035 pairs

Precision
Recall
F1-Score

68
52
59

80
88
84

77
65
54
59

79
85
82

75
70
52
60

80
90
85

78
55
19
29

79
95
86

77

D4
207,620 pairs

Precision
Recall
F1-Score

80
53
64

81
94
87

81
79
55
65

80
92
86

80
81
53
64

81
94
87

81
69
23
34

80
97
88

79

D5
304,070 pairs

Precision
Recall
F1-Score

76
57
65

82
92
87

81
77
53
63

79
92
85

80
76
62
68

84
91
87

82
70
24
36

80
97
88

79

D6
184,874 pairs

Precision
Recall
F1-Score

76
67
71

85
90
88

83
76
66
71

84
89
86

81
76
70
73

87
90
88

84
71
32
44

82
96
88

81

D7
240,459 pairs

Precision
Recall
F1-Score

79
56
66

82
93
87

81
77
57
66

81
91
86

80
80
58
67

83
93
88

82
71
17
17

79
98
98

79

D8
336,909 pairs

Precision
Recall
F1-Score

80
54
65

81
94
87

81
79
55
65

80
92
86

80
81
53
64

81
94
87

81
69
23
34

80
97
88

79

D9
207,620 pairs

Precision
Recall
F1-Score

78
63
70

84
92
88

83
77
62
69

83
91
86

81
78
66
72

86
92
88

84
73
31
43

81
96
88

81

D10
462,379 pairs

Precision
Recall
F1-Score

71
51
59

80
90
85

78
70
50
58

78
89
83

76
71
54
61

81
90
85

79
66
19
30

79
97
87

78

D11
147,750 pairs

Precision
Recall
F1-Score

80
54
65

81
94
87

81
79
55
65

80
92
86

80
81
53
64

81
94
87

81

D12
74,485 pairs

Precision
Recall
F1-Score

80
60
69

82
92
87

81

D13
73,123 pairs

Precision
Recall
F1-Score

74
62
68

84
90
87

81

Table 4: Results, expressed as percentage, of the experiments for fine-tuning AraBERT on different combinations of
the original ArabGlossBERT and augmented datasets.



functional words, the F1-score for Positive pairs is
only 53%, compared to 72% and 71% for the nouns
and verbs, respectively. We will notice this trend
across all experiments, since functional words are
highly polysemous (e.g., the preposition (ú




	
¯ / in)

has ten different glosses), and their glosses repre-
sent function and use in the sentence, rather than
semantics.

4.2 Experiment 2: D2 Dataset

The idea of this experiment is to use a learning
signal by marking up the target word, in its context,
with an open-close tag (<token>Target</token>) to
emphasize the model learning of the target word.
Thus, the dataset D2 is the same as D1 but with a
learning signal surrounding the target words. This
experiment is the same experiment conducted in
(Al-Hajj and Jarrar, 2022) and we achieved the
same results (84% accuracy). Overall, we see a 1%
increase by using D2 over D1. We note that D2 is
the only dataset with the target signal added.

4.3 Experiment 3: D3 Dataset

This experiment evaluates the model performance
using D3, which contains the back-translated con-
text and the original gloss pairs (152,035). As
shown in Table 4, the overall accuracy creased
from 83% on D1 to 77% on D3. The 6% drop
in the accuracy illustrates that the quality of the
back-translations is acceptable as an augmentation
to the original data.

4.4 Experiment 4: D4 Dataset

D4 is original dataset D1 in addition to the 55,585
Positive back-translated pairs. The motivation of
adding the Positive back-translated pairs is to bal-
ance the original dataset, D1. Recall that D1 con-
tains 55,585 Positive pairs (36.6%) and 96,450
Negative pairs (63.4%) and by adding the Positive
back-translated pairs, D4 size increases to 207,620
pairs, among which 111,170 (53.5%) are positive
pairs. Table 4 shows that this data configuration
did not improve the model performance. On the
contrary, the accuracy dropped by 2% compared
to D1 (baseline). We also note that the F1-score
dropped from 71% to 64% for Positive pairs, and
from 88% to 87% for Negative pairs.

4.5 Experiment 5: D5 Dataset

D5 consists of the original dataset D1 in addition
to its back-translation dataset D3. Although D5 is

large (304,070 pairs), its accuracy is 81%, which is
2% lower than the baseline.

4.6 Experiment 6: D6 Dataset
The D6 dataset used in this experiment contains the
original dataset D1, in addition to 32,839 Positive
pairs that we generated by paring an original gloss
with its back-translation. We achieved the same
accuracy as the baseline (83%), but we believe that
the fine-tuned model on D6 is a little better than
the baseline model for two reasons. First, the the
F1-score for noun Negative pairs increased by 4%
compared to the baseline to 86%, and the F1-score
for verb Positive pairs increased by 2% to 73%.
Second, since the training dataset is larger it is
assumed to cover more vocabulary.

4.7 Experiments 7-8: D7 and D8 Datasets
Although we increased the size of datasets in these
two experiments, their model accuracy and F1-
scores are very similar, but lower compared with
the baseline. D7 contains the original dataset,
the Positive back-translated pairs and the Positive
glosses with their back-translations. With this data,
we increased the Positive pairs to be 144,009 (60%)
of the dataset. In experiment 8 we used D8, which
contains the original dataset, all back-translation
pairs, and the Positive gloss-gloss pairs.

4.8 Experiment 9: D9 Dataset
D9 contains D1 and the 55,585 Positive pairs that
we produced by pairing the original context with
their back-translated gloss. The Positive pairs in
D9 account for 53.5% of the dataset. This data
configuration achieved the same as the baseline
(83% accuracy). Although the performance is same
as the baseline, we see similar behaviour and we
conclude the same as we did on the dataset D6.

4.9 Experiment 10: D10 Dataset
In this experiment we did not use back-translation.
However, we augmented the original dataset D1

such that, the set of glosses of a certain lemma are
cross-related and the resulting pairs are considered
Negative pairs. In this way, we were able to gen-
erate 32,839 Positive pairs and 277,505 Negative
pairs, a total of 310,344 pairs. We augmented these
pairs with D1 resulting in 462,379 pairs. Notice
that this is the hardest dataset to model because
some negative pairs are generated at the lemma
level and are harder to distinguish from their posi-
tive counterparts. The idea is to fine-tune a model



to be more sensitive in distinguishing positive and
negative pairs, which as expected resulted in the
lowest performance (78% accuracy) compared to
other models.

4.10 Experiment 11: D11 Dataset

The goal of this experiment is to fine-tune a model
excluding all pairs that are labeled with functional
words. Functional words such as (úÍ@


, ú



	
¯ , úÎ« , 	áÓ, @

	
X @

)

play the role of particles rather than providing core
semantics. Additionally, they are frequently used in
contexts and are highly polysemous. We fine-tuned
a model with the D11 dataset, which is the same as
the original dataset D1, but it excludes 4,427 pairs
of functional words. However, the performance
did not improve compared to the baseline. This
illustrates that keeping the pairs of functional words
is better than excluding them.

4.11 Experiment 12-13: D12 and D13 Datasets

The goal of these two experiments is to evaluate
the pairs labeled with nouns and verbs separately.
D12 contains 74,485 pairs, in which targets are
nouns only, and D13 contains 73,123 pairs with
verb targets. We fine-tuned two separate models
for each of the datasets and achieved similar ac-
curacy and F1-scores, however, the performance
is slightly lower compared to the baseline. Never-
theless, since both D12 and D13 achieved similar
results, we believe that fine-tuning the model on
data with both POS tags allows for cross learning
and in turn yields better performance.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

We presented an approach to improve Arabic TSV
using automatic back-translation. We augmented
an existing Arabic TSV dataset, ArabGlossBERT,
by doubling its size with back-translated data us-
ing Google Translate API. To measure the impact
of the data augmentation, we presented 13 experi-
ments with different data configurations. Although
we did not outperform the overall performance of
the baseline model, we did observe that some ex-
periments such as D6 outperformed the baseline
on noun positive pair and verb negative pair classi-
fication. Overall, our results are close to the results
presented in (Lin and Giambi, 2021), which used
back-translation augmentation for English TSV and
achieved only 2% F1-score improvement. Never-
theless, we would like to note the following find-
ings:

• Fine-tuning a BERT model using only the
back-translation pairs achieved 77% accuracy
(experiment 3), which is only 6% less than
the baseline accuracy. This illustrates that the
quality of automatic translations of glosses
and contexts is not high but is generally ac-
ceptable.

• The different augmentations to the original
dataset achieved between 78% to 83% ac-
curacy (see experiments 4-9), but it did not
outperform the baseline model. At the same
time, augmentation did not harm the perfor-
mance since the results are comparable to the
baseline. Nevertheless, experiments 6 and 9
have illustrated a small improvement in the
F1-scores for noun and verb POS. In addition,
because D6 and D9 are larger than the base-
line D1 dataset, the fine-tuned models are as-
sumed to cover a larger vocabulary and more
contexts.

• Looking at the F1-scores, we note that the
Positive pairs are always lower than the Nega-
tive pairs in all experiments and for all POS
categories. This means that all models are less
accurate at predicting Positive pairs. Although
we tried to augment the dataset by increasing
the number of Positive pairs, the F1-scores
did not improve.

• In our attempts to fine-tune different models
for each POS category, we found that: (1) ex-
cluding the pairs of functional words from the
dataset (experiment 11) did not improve the
performance, and (2) fine-tuning a model for
all POS categories allows for cross learning
from different POS tagged targets and yields
better performance than fine-tuning separate
models for nouns and verbs (experiments 12-
13).

6 Limitations and Future Works

Our data augmentation as well as the experiments
are based on (1) the quality of Google Translate
API, (2) the quality of the glosses and contexts
in the ArabGlossBERT training dataset, and most
importantly on (3) the quality and coverage of the
ArabGlossBERT test dataset. Although the quality
of machine translation is limited, the goal of this pa-
per is to measure whether such limited translations
can improve the accuracy of the TSV fine-tuned



models. Additionally, the quality of the glosses and
contexts in the ArabGlossBERT training dataset
cannot be improved since they originated from
Arabic lexicons. However, we believe that enrich-
ing the ArabGlossBERT by collecting more pairs
from Arabic lexicons (i.e., building a rich Arabic
sense inventory) will empower research on TSV
and WSD tasks. More importantly, all experiments
conducted in this paper used the ArabGlossBERT
test dataset. Since there are no other testing datasets
or benchmarks, the evaluation of our fine-tuned
models is limited based on the quality and cover-
age of the ArabGlossBERT test dataset.

Next, we plan to develop another test dataset
to evaluate our models and their generalizability.
We plan to further explore other approaches for
WSD task such as ranking of glosses, rather than
addressing the WSD task through TSV.
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